The Storm Before Atlanta

A perfect Common Core tie-in, Storm Before Atlanta includes backmatter with historical
notes on slavery and underage soldiers in the Civil War, as well as a list of selected sources.At
a time when most people have grown weary of the war between the states, two young children
are desperate to find their way to the battlefields. Jeremy DeGroot wants nothing more than to
join a troop as a drummer boy. For Dulcie, a runaway slave, freedom means she must head
directly toward the fighting in the hopes that shell become contraband, that is, property of the
Union troops. Both Jeremy and Dulcie find a place with the 107th New York Volunteer
Regiment and even start to forge a friendship. But all that is threatened when they keep
crossing paths with the mysterious Charlie, a young Confederate soldier, who may look like
the enemy but feels more like a friend. Young readers who like their fiction filled with
exciting historical details, rich characters, and action-packed adventures will be drawn to The
Storm Before Atlanta.From the Hardcover edition.
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The Storm Before Atlanta. A perfect Common Core tie-in, Storm Before Atlanta includes
backmatter with historical notes on slavery and underage soldiers in the Civil War, as well as a
list of selected sources. â€œThe Storm Before Atlantaâ€• by Karen Schwabach. A thoughtful,
engaging story centering on a drummer boy in the Civil War, The Storm Before Atlanta
presents a realistic picture of war and its impact on its survivors. The Storm Before Atlanta.
Fast-Paced and Eye-Opening Civil War Adventure! Along the way, they befriend a mysterious
teenage Confederate soldier named Charlie, and as battles rage and lives are lost, these
unlikely friends must help each other survive the horrors of war. Fantasizing an heroic
battlefield death, year-old Jeremy DeGroot leaves Syracuse, N.Y., for the war in the South.
About The Storm Before Atlanta. At a time when most people have grown weary of the war
between the states, two young children are.
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